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Abstract—The main objective of this project is to investigate
and experimentally validate a new technique for prediction
of joint thermal and electrical characteristics in integrated
wireless transmitters. A MIMO transmitter consisting of two
power amplifiers was built and modeled through microwave and
thermal characterizations. Mathematical predictions obtained
from the proposed analysis technique were validated against mea-
surements with modulated communication signals and infrared
imaging.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The amount of data carried through mobile networks has
grown exponentially and is expected to keep the same trend in
future. According to predictions presented in a Cisco forecast,
there will be 11.6 billion mobile devices with a monthly traffic
of 30.6 exabytes by the year of 2020 [1].

The 5th mobile networks generation (5G) is expected to
bring the answers for future traffic demands. It will allow
speed transfers up to 10 Gpbs, a much higher number of
connected devices per area, latency around 1ms and 10 times
longer battery life in comparison with 4G systems [2].

The 5th mobile networks generation (5G) era will bring new
challenges such as advanced MIMO techniques, denser RAT
networks, full duplex wireless and direct Device to Device
communication [3]. 5G will use Extremely high frequency
(EHF), with frequencies between 20 and 60 GHz in order to
allow higher bandwidths. A higher frequency means the possi-
bility to have smaller antenna separation, what leads to closely
placed power amplifiers (PAs) which are the main source of
heat dissipation. High frequency and low-power RF circuits
will enable a high level of integration however local hotspots
are becoming more critical in very large scale integration
(VLSI) circuits since they lead to a reduced reliability. It is not
any longer enough to increase the cooling using a stronger fan
or a better heat sink. Thermal management is then necessary
from the IC design stages to reduce efficiently the thermal
resistances in the structure. But even with low-power circuits
and well designed ICs the self and mutual heat between PAs
can deteriorate the performance of the system significantly. It
is then important to predict thermal and electrical properties in
multi-antenna transmitters in order to avoid excessive heating
and to have a better understanding about the performance of
communication systems.

It has been a major task faced by design engineers to
understand how to reduce heat in electrical devices. 3D ther-
mal simulations of the entire structure using a FEM package

has been widely use to understand how the heat flows along
materials. Using a relaxation method it is possible to interact
between the electrical and thermal models however it has the
disadvantage that fast changes cannot be considered since
the simulation would not converge [4]. It is then desired
to model the thermal behavior using an equivalent electrical
circuit which can be solved using a SPICE-type software. This
technique is known as direct method.

Most of the wireless thermal studies have been focused on
methods to optimize the heat transfer and power throttling
[5, 6], improve cryogenic LNAs [7], Schottky diodes receivers
[8, 9], or study and model circuit/thermal effects on a single
PA [10–12], however few studies have been conducted on
EM/circuit/thermal analysis including the mutual effect be-
tween devices. Batty et al. [13] presents the first approach
to study active antenna arrays, nevertheless the simulations
are time consuming and thus not suitable for large antenna
systems. Ozalas [14] analyzed the electro-thermal coupling
in the design of an integrated HBT power amplifier. The
thermal coupling impacts on gain compression and low fre-
quency memory effects were presented and analyzed using
a commercial simulator, but no experimental validation was
presented. A new model introduced by Fager et al. [15] allows
an efficient and scalable system analysis of RF transmitters
including thermal, electrical and electro-magnetic effects.

In this thesis, self- and mutual heating in integrated trans-
mitters was analyzed [16]. Electrical and thermal models
were developed and integrated into a joint simulator frame-
work. Simulation results were compared and validated using
a MIMO prototype.

II. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Fager et al. [15] presented a new EM/circuit/thermal tech-
nique to study, in an efficient way, the RF and thermal effects
in multiple-antenna transmitters. This technique is based on the
complex envelope simulation framework presented in Fig. 1,
which is constituted by a PA model, a thermal model and
an antenna model. In Fig. 1, N represents the number of PAs
presented in the MIMO transmitter. Typically the PAs have the
same layout, which means that the same PA model can be used
to model all the PAs. The PAs evanescent waves b2,n at the nth

branch and dissipated power Pdiss,n can be obtained knowing
the incident waves a1,n, output reflected waves a2,n and
temperature Tn at the nth PA. The thermal interaction between
PAs in integrated MIMO transmitters can be predicted using a
thermal model, which allows to compute the temperature Tn,
for a given dissipated power Pdiss,n in the nth PA. The thermal



Fig. 1. Schematic of the electro-thermal transmitter.

behavior can be find using a FEM software and modeled
with an equivalent electrical circuit, which can be solved
using a time stepped difference equation. In a multi-antenna
transmitter each PA has an associated antenna. The antenna
model includes the antenna S-parameter matrix that relates the
output waves b2,n and the reflected waves a2,n. The antenna
model also includes the unity-amplitude radiation diagrams
calculated using an EM solver. Each antenna radiation diagram
En(θ, φ) is scaled linearly with the PAs output waves b2,n.
The overall transmitter radiation diagram Etot(θ, φ) is given
by the sum of each antenna radiation diagram En(θ, φ). Thus,
the electrical field can be predicted in any direction (θ, φ).
Mutual antenna coupling and impedance mismatch between
the antennas and the PAs will originate a reflected wave
a2,n that is incident to the nth PA. The determination of the
model outputs (b2,n, Pdiss,n, Tn, a2,n, Etot) requires the joint
solution of non-linear and temperature dependent PA model
with a linear thermal model and an antenna model. A complex
polynomial model is used to describe the PA input and output
relationship:
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where M1 and M2 are the memory lengths, P1 and P2 define
the non linear polynomial orders, {α, β, γ} are the model
parameters, which are temperature dependent. The dissipated
power is modeled by a polynomial expression:

Pdiss,n = Pdc,n + Pin,n − Pout,n =

Pd∑
pd=0

ξpd
(Tn) | a1,n |pd

(2)
where Pdc,n is the dc supply power, Pin,n and Pout,n represent
the power of the a1,n and b2,n waves at nth branch. ξ is the
model parameter and Pd is the polynomial order. In this thesis,
the output mismatch and RF memory effects are neglected,
the antenna model therefore is not included. Consequently

Eq. (1) can be simplified to a quasi-static complex envelope
polynomial model, which is given by:

b2,n =

P1∑
p1=1

α p1
m1

(Tn) | a1,n−m1
|2(p1−1) a1,n−m1

(3)

The model parameters ξ and α can be obtained from
pulsed continuous wave measurements at different ambient
temperatures, as described in Section VI.

III. PCB DESIGN

A printed circuit board (PCB) was designed using the
Keysight Advanced Design System 2016 software (ADS).

The PCB is made out of Rogers 4350b material, with a

Fig. 2. MIMO transmitter board, (23.5 × 27.5) mm2.

thickness of 0.508 mm. The PCB accommodated a commercial
QFN package, with (3× 3) mm2, from Analog Devices with
two power amplifier (PA1 and PA2) closely integrated in the
same package. The design frequency was 2 GHz. The length
and width of the transmission lines were calculated, using
the tool LineCalc, based on informations given by the PA
datasheet and Rogers specifications.
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Fig. 3. S-parameters measurement of the two assembled PAs.

The S-parameters of the two assembled PAs were measured
with a VNA and the results are given in Fig. 3. From the results
it is possible to see that the circuit is symmetric and the PAs
have the same specifications. The gain of both amplifiers is
given by S21 and is approximately 11 dB at 2 GHz, that is
above the minimum specified in the datasheet (10 dB). S11 and



S22 are below the reflection coefficients which were expected
for the balanced amplifier configuration from the datasheet.
This difference was expected since the matching networks
in the datasheet also take into account the non-idealities of
the baluns. S12 shows that the amplifier has an acceptable
isolation.

IV. THERMAL MODEL EXTRACTION

A. Model Development

Three dimensional FEM thermal simulations using COM-
SOL Multiphysics were performed to evaluate the PCB tem-
perature distribution evolution over time. A first model was
built and is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. CAD model of packaged dual path PA.

As we can see different layers were defined, from bottom to
top, we have, PCB ground panel (copper), PCB substrate (wo-
ven glass reinforced hydrocarbon), PCB thermal land (copper),
solder bond (SN63), package (plastic mold compound), ground
paddle (copper), package substrate (GaAs) and transistors
(gold). The QFN plastic involves the ground paddle, GaAs
substrate and transistor. Four via holes connect the PCB
ground layer to the PCB thermal land. The vias are made out
of copper and filled with solder bond. The PAs are represented
by two heat sources (S1 and S2). The thermal properties and
thicknesses of the materials were estimated and assigned to
the different layers and components. The thermal conductivity
(k), density (ρ), heat capacity at constant pressure (Cp) and
thicknesses (z) of the materials used are given in Table I.

TABLE I
MATERIAL PROPERTIES.

k ρ Cp z
Wm−1 K−1 kgm−3 J kg−1 K−1 mm

QFN Plastic 0.748 1200 46 0.9
Rogers 4350B 0.69 1860 1000 0.508
GaAs 48 5316 550 0.1
SN63 50 8392 167 0.05
Copper 400 8960 385 0.035

B. Steady-state Results

A steady state simulation was run and the resulting surface
temperature distribution is given in Fig. 5. Both transistors
are dissipating 0.7 W (DC consumed power was obtained
experimentally by multiplying the DC supply voltage by the
drained current). The PCB is exchanging heat by convection
with a 25 ◦C surrounding air. A fixed temperature condition
of 46 ◦C is applied at the connectors location. The connector
temperature was based on backfitting using experimental mea-
surements. The results show that the maximum temperature

Fig. 5. 3D thermal simulation (Model 1).

achieved in the device is 112 ◦C. The maximum temperature
achieved at the package surface is 104 ◦C. The average tem-
perature of transistor T1 (transistor on the right side of the
package) is 111 ◦C and on T2 is 109 ◦C.

A second model was also designed including this time
the SMA connectors, lumped components, traces and the DC
cables. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The last model reaches
a maximum temperature of 111 ◦C and maximum surface
temperature of 98 ◦C. The RF and DC connectors helped to
reduce the heat obtaining a maximum steady-state temperature
very close to the first model.

Fig. 6. 3D thermal simulation (Model 2).

Both models show a thermal resistance between S1 and the
ground paddle RTG of 16.5 ◦C/W which is below 31 ◦C/W,
the maximum thermal resistance (junction to ground paddle)
specified in the datasheet. This difference is a consequence of
a higher junction temperature value compared to the equivalent



heat source but also for choosing a GaAs substrate with a low
thermal conductivity and a small thickness.

A parametric sweep was done to help understanding the im-
pact of the GaAs properties in RTG. Fig. 7 shows the thermal
resistance versus the GaAs thermal conductivity for different
GaAs thicknesses. The study was performed considering T1
is on and T2 is off. The result shows the thermal resistance
is highly dependent on the characteristic of the GaAs layer.
On the same figure is also plotted the variation of the thermal
conductivity for different temperatures for two GaAs doped
samples [17]. To achieve a thermal resistance (RTG) close to
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31 ◦C/W it is needed to use a high doped GaAs and a thickness
of 0.15 mm.

The steady-state analysis was important as a first approach
since the computational time is reduced in comparison to
a transient simulation. It was also useful to understand the
behavior of the device, study the effect of unknowns variables
in the system and their impact on the thermal profile and
resistances. The results and conclusion obtained in this section
will be used and improved in the following section.

C. Transient results

The thermal models developed above were used to study the
package surface temperature evolution when both transistors
are dissipating 0.7 W (DC power dissipation). It was assumed
that the GaAs has a thickness of 0.10 mm and it is highly
doped, so instead of considering a fixed GaAs conductivity,
the profile shown in Fig. 7, with n0 ≈ 1019, was used in the
transient simulations. Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the
measured surface temperature on the PCB and the simulated
values for three different boundary conditions assumptions for
the connectors: fixed temperature, dynamic temperature given
by g(t, P ) and an outgoing heat flux φ(T ) proportional to the
difference between the connectors and ambient temperatures.
The heat transfer coefficient was set to 18.5 W K−1 cm−2.

For the second boundary assumption there is a good agree-
ment between experimental and simulated data, however for
the first and third assumptions a considerable discrepancy is
observed after 5 seconds. It is important to notice that tuning

the properties of the plastic and choosing the right boundary
conditions was crucial for obtaining the following simulated
curves.
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Fig. 8. Surface Temperature

D. IR Measurements

Infra-red (IR) measurements were done to validate the
developed thermal models. Fig. 9 shows the steady thermal
state profile when the PAs are dissipating 1.4 W, the surface
reaches a maximum temperature of 103 ◦C. The QFN package
and substrate show the right temperature and the metallic
regions show a value above the ambient temperature. IR
thermography is not easy when the surface is made of different
materials; it is almost impossible to measure the temperature of
a material with an emissivity below 0.2 [18]. Some techniques
are proposed in literature to work around the problem, the most
common approach is to cover the metal with electrical tape or
paint it with a material with a known emissivity. However this
procedure is is not a good solution for a microwave device
because the electrical performance gets affected.

Vellvehi et al. [19] developed an emissivity correction
model, in which the model parameters are estimated measur-
ing the device at different reference temperatures inside an
equalization box. This solution was not implemented in this
thesis however it seems a good way to tackle the problem.
An IR video was also recorded from the moment the PAs

Fig. 9. IR measurements.

are switched on (1.4 W) until they reach steady-state. The



data was resampled at a rate of 5 frames per time decade.
The temperature evolution on the surface package is shown in
Fig. 8.

We can conclude that the there is a good agreement between
IR and simulated results. IR imaging was crucial to validate
and back fit the thermal models.

V. THERMAL MODEL

The thermal behavior of the device can be model with the
following heating model:[

∆T1(t)
∆T2(t)

]
=

[
Z11(t) Z12(t)
Z21(t) Z22(t)

] [
P1

P2

]
or in matrix form as:

[∆T (t)] = [Zth(t)][Pdiss] (4)

where [∆T (t)] is the variation of the temperature over ambient
temperature, [Zth] is the thermal impedance matrix and [Pdiss]
is the dissipated power.

Unit thermal step response simulations were used to de-
termine [Zth]. Self- and mutual thermal impedances (Z11,
ZM) are shown in Fig. 10. Z22 is similar to Z11 and
was omitted. The thermal behaviour was modeled with an
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Fig. 10. Thermal impedances versus time (Comsol, 3 RC, 6 RC, 9 RC).

equivalent electrical network model with 9 RC time constants,
see Fig. 11. The current sources (P1 and P2) represent the
dissipated power for each PA and the voltages T1 and T2
represent their temperature.

Fig. 11. Equivalent 9 RC thermal circuit.

The temperatures (T1, T2) can be obtained using Eq. (5),
which was derived by applying a forward Euler method to

the partial differential equation that describes the network
represented in Fig. 11.

[Tn+1] = [C]−1
((

[C]−∆t[G]
)

([Tn]− Ta) + ∆t[Pdiss]
)

+ Ta (5)

Ta is the ambient temperature, ∆t is the time step, N is
the total number of samples, [C] is the thermal capacitance
matrix, [G] is the thermal conductance matrix, [Pdiss] is the
column vector of the heat power from the sources and [T ]
is the column vector of the temperature in all nodes. [C]ii
corresponds to all the adjacent capacitors connected to the
node i and [C]ij corresponds to the capacitors between nodes
i and j. The same rule applies to the conductance matrix.

Eq. (5) is a generic expression which can be used with
any RC network topology, allowing to efficiently compute the
thermal transient response, not requiring any SPICE simulator.

VI. POWER AMPLIFIER MODEL

A new measurement setup was used in this thesis to extract
the PA model. Both RF and DC bias were pulsed to minimize
the influence of device self-heating. The block diagram of the
system is shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. Schematic of the experimental setup.

A pulse generator (PG) generates a rectangular pulse wave
with a time period of 1 s and a pulse width of 0.2 ms. The PG
triggers an RF signal generator (SG), a switch and a real time
oscilloscope (RTO) with four channels (CH1, CH2, CH3 and
CH4). The switch connects the DC power supply to the PA
(DUT). The RF SG working in the pulse mode generates a
pulsed 2 GHz signal, which power is stepwise increased from
−45 dBm to −8 dBm. The RF wave is then amplified using a
45 dB gain Driver PA. The RF signal is split using a 10 dB
coupler. The PA ingoing and outgoing waves (a1 and b2) are
obtained measuring â1 and b̂2 on CH1 and CH2 respectively
and multiplying the results by a calibration factor. The DC
bias voltage of the DTU is measured in CH3 and the current
is measured in CH4 using a Hall Probe. The DTU is placed on
a thermal chuck which is swept from 20 ◦C to 125 ◦C. All the
equipments are connected to the computer through GPIB and
LAN connection, which allows to remotely send and receive
data. The voltage on the PA is kept constant using a feedback



control loop. The data is sampled at 10 GHz, to respect the
Nyquist Theorem. The amplitude and phase of a1 and b2 are
obtained using an FFT.

The experimental data is fitted by least squares using Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2). These expressions were simplified removing the
memory effect and the PA mismatch contributions. The AM-
AM and AM-PM curves are obtained using Eq. (1) with a
8th order polynomial and the AM - Dissipated power curves
are obtained using Eq. (2) with a 12th order polynomial. The
results are shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
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In order to obtain the AM-PM curve the phase had to be
unwrapped and the phase offset removed. It is possible to see
that the gain gets reduced with an increase in temperature. The
phase gets temperature dependent on the saturation region. The

dissipated power is nearly independent of temperature in the
linear region.

The PA reaches a saturated output power of 28.24 dBm
for 20 ◦C, which is below 30 dBm as stated by the man-
ufacturer. This difference is explained by the fact that the
output power is higher in a balance configuration (3 dB higher
with ideal baluns). The PA has a 1 dB output compression
point of 27.64 dBm. The gain is 11.42 dB and 10.37 dB for
20 ◦C and 125 ◦C respectively. The gain obtained with the
VNA (Fig. 3) is within the gain interval obtained with the
pulsed measurement. The gain variation over temperature is
10× 10−3 dB ◦C−1, which is close to 12× 10−3 dB ◦C−1, the
typical value for this device.

VII. RESULTS

This section covers the implementation of an RF-thermal
simulator which combines both the thermal and PA models
developed respectively in Section V and Section VI, to analyse
the influence of self-heating and thermal coupling in the
MIMO transmitter, which design is presented in Section III.
Recalling Section II, each input sample a1,N (n), produces one
output sample b2,N (n), and a temperature variation T (n+ 1)
on the device, besides that gain, phase and dissipated power
are temperature dependent. Thus, the PA and thermal models
state variables need to be recursively computed in order to be
able to predict the RF output signals, temperatures and power
dissipations.

The framework presented in Fig. 1 is used with the thermal
and PA models to study the effect of self-heating and thermal
coupling in the transmitter circuit. Modulated 64-QAM signals
are applied to PA1 and PA2. The obtained baseband represen-
tations a1,1 and a1,2, of the bandpass signals are used as inputs
for the simulator. The accuracy, stability and computation time
of the simulator is proportional to the chosen time step, ∆t,
which is the sampling time of the RF complex envelope. The
maximum time step, to avoid convergence issues, is roughly
10−3 s. This value is mainly determined by the minimum non
zero element of the capacitance matrix [C].

In this section results of both simulations and measurements
are analyzed. In a first test case PA1 is turned on at t = 0 while
PA2 is off (Pdiss = 0). In a second test case both PA1 and PA2
are switched on at t = 0. The experiments were performed
at room temperature using the setup presented in Fig. 16.
Modulated 64-QAM signals with -10 and −25 dBm average
input power were applied to PA1 and PA2, respectively. A
sequence of random bits is generated and modulated. A root-
raised-cosine filter (pulse shaping) is applied and the obtained
IQ data is up-converted using a dual RF channel Vector
Signal Generator (VSG). The bandpass signals are injected
into the input branches of the MIMO transmitter. A Vector
Signal Analyzer (VSA) down-converts and low pass filters
the RF signal coming out from PA1. The received signals are
time-aligned, reshaped and demodulated. The PAs output RF
signals, the total DC current and DC voltage are captured using
an Oscilloscope. A pulse generator is used to trigger all the
equipments which can operate under pulse or step mode.
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A. Temperature

Self- and mutual temperature versus temperature is an-
alyzed for the two test cases ([PA1,PA2]=[On,Off] and
[PA1,PA2]=[On,On]). Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the influence
of thermal coupling and self-heating. When PA1 is On and
PA2 is Off, after 10s PA1 is 24 ◦C hotter than PA2, with PA2
reaching approximately 50 ◦C. In the second case both PAs are
switched on, reaching ca 100 ◦C after 180s. The temperature
reaches steady-state after approximately 600 s.
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Fig. 17. PAs temperature versus time with PA2 switched off.
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Fig. 18. PAs temperature versus time with PA2 switched on.

The results show that the system presents a slow thermal
response. The temperature evolutions were not compared with
experimental results because the PAs are placed inside the
package.

B. Gain and EVM
While heating effects are difficult to measure, its conse-

quence on the PAs electrical properties can be characterized
by measuring gain and error vector magnitude (EVM) versus
time. The IQ data used as input for the simulator is uploaded to
the VSG, which up-converts the signal to the carrier frequency.
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Fig. 19. Gain versus time.
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Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 shows the measured and predicted gain
and EVM versus time for PA2 on and off, respectively. The
root-mean-square EVM definition was adopted to reduce the
influence of outliers. The bit error rate (BER) was verified to
be always zero for the chosen power levels. The gain of PA1
decreases ca 0.2 dB when PA2 is off and 0.5 dB when PA1
is on. The self-heating is reflected in the first case and self-
and mutual heating is reflected in the second case. The same
conclusions can be drawn from the RMS EVM, that increases
from less than 1 % at t = 0 to 2.7 % and 5.6 % after 100 s for
the two situations. This EVM degradation is a consequence of
the non-constant gain shown in Fig. 13.

C. Heat Grounding
Two PCB version were assembled: one with one via hole

and another one with four via holes. The 1 via hole PCB gets



warmer, because the heat does not leave so well the IC as it
does in the 4 via hole PCB. Consequently, EVM gets worse in
the first version, due to a higher gain compression. Maximum
EVM increases from less than 1 % to 11.09 % and 8.02 % for
the two PCBs.
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Fig. 21. PCB with 1 via hole.
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Fig. 22. PCB with 4 via holes.

The EVM rise can be explained by a worst grounding,
which increases the temperature and source inductance in
the package. In conclusion, the number and type of vias
used to ground the IC module plays a significant role in the
performance of the device.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Integrated active antenna arrays, which will become even
more used in the upcoming communication systems, will
allow higher capacity and better energy efficiency. In particular
at mm-wave frequencies, the high level of power amplifiers
integration increases the temperature coupling between them,
which was proved experimentally in this thesis to have a
significant effect on MIMO transmitters gain characteristics.
Self- and mutual heating not only changes the electrical
performance of the transmitter but can also bring reliability
issues in the electronic components. For these reasons, it is
important to predict temperature and electrical properties in
EHF wireless transmitters.

A MIMO prototype consisting of two integrated power am-
plifiers with center frequency at 2 GHz was built and modeled

through thermal and microwave analysis. An RF-thermal sim-
ulator was developed in Matlab to predict gains, temperatures,
dissipated powers, output waves, EVM, frequency spectra and
signal constellations. The thermal model was obtained using
COMSOL, back-fitted using IR measurements and modeled
with an equivalent RC circuit. An electrical transient solver
was implemented in Matlab based on a Euler Method, in
order to avoid using an external SPICE simulator and to be
able to predict the temperature evolution of the device for
a given dissipated power. The PA model (electrical model)
was obtained by least squares to fit AM-AM, AM-PM and
AM-Pdiss curves extracted experimentally at varying ambient
temperatures, using a pulsed lab setup.

Both thermal and RF need to be jointly considered when
highly integrated active antenna and MIMO transmitters at
mm-wave frequencies should be realized. The used method
was proved to be an accurate and applicable tool for joint
thermal/RF co-design in future MIMO transmitters.

IX. FUTURE WORK

The work developed in this thesis could be further improved
and extended. First of all, designing a MMIC transmitter from
scratch would bring a better understanding about the electrical
layout and physical layers, and it would be possible to install
diodes close to the bipolar transistors to obtain the temperature
associated with each PA. The diode-thermocouples could
be calibrated placing the transmitter inside a temperature
equalization box and obtain the diodes current and voltage
versus temperature. It would be much more precise to obtain
the PA model inside an equalization box rather than using
a thermal chuck. Secondly, the MIMO prototype could be
further extended using, for example, a 8X8 patch antenna
array installed on top of the IC package. An electromagnetic
software could be used to design the antennas and obtain an
antenna model (S-parameters and radiation pattern). Combin-
ing the PA, thermal and antenna model it is possible to obtain
a solution for antenna arrays accounting for electrical, thermal
and EM radiation effects.
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